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Examples of spaces satisfying (1) and (2) are LP spaces, Orlicz spaces, Lorentz spaces L( p>q ) and spaces of continuous functions with weighted supremum norms. Because of condition (2) it follows that for ƒ G B and e EB*, the linear functional on C c given by m -• (mf, e) is expressible in the form <mf, e) = fm(\)dn^e where n f e is a unique finite Radon measure, The discrete spectrum o d {B) of B is the set' {X : \^e {X}| > 0 for some ƒ G B and e G J5*}.
Contained in B we fix a linear space H of entire functions with closure H. We assume for Im z =£ 0 and for ƒ and gin H that the function
If H is closed under the conjugation h -• h(z) we call H symmetric. Two basic examples of symmetric H are the space P of all polynomials and the space V(T) Under the conditions of Theorem 3, H is a closed subspace of entire functions/^) satisfying \f(z)\ < L(z)\\f\\ and (3). THEOREM These theorems can be refined when H = P or H = V(T). The solutions of the Bernstein problem given in [1] , [6] , [8] are generalized to the present setting by THEOREM 
Assume H is closed and that L(z) is finite. Let K -B n {ƒ: /(z) ft ewftVe öwd f(z)L~l(z) is bounded on

If H = P or H = V(T) then H = B iff either of the equivalent conditions
(i) /,+(/) = +oo, (ii) ƒ log I + (XX1 + X 2 )-1 d\ = + <*>, ft satisfied.
The generalizations of the Paley-Wiener theorem given in [1] , [4] , [5] also hold in the present case. We set F(r+) = D(f(S):
S>T}.
